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(7) Course selector arrow on course indicator
(figure 5-21) -Set to desired TACANicourse to be
followed.
'
(8) Heading marker on course, indicator '- Set
on heading giving desired intercept angle.
{9) Steering · pointer on approach horizon indicator (figure 5-20) - Center by turning aircraft
in direction of pointer deflection.
Note

When tracking on course (course bar
centered), wind correction will be indicated by difference in heading marker
and course selector arrow.
{10) Maintain heading by keeping steering
pointer centered.
(11) When course bar centers - Set heading
marker to desired course and turn aircraft to
maintain steering pointer centered.
(12) Maintain
selected course by keeping
course bar centered.
d. ILS operation. Proceed as follows:
(1) Select and hold desired VOR localizer
course as outlined in step b, above.
(2) After alignment with localizer outside

I outer marker, inbound, check that the LOC and
GS flags on approach horizon indicator (figure
5-20) are masked, and set the HDG/ILS knob
toILS.
(3) Intercept glide, slope, start descent and
maintain glide slope pointer on approach horizon
indicator aligned at center scale following glide
slope to miminums.
(4) Maintain localizer track by keeping steering pointer on approach horizon indicator centered.
Note

During ILS approach, wind drift is compensated for automatically. The pitch
bar represents the aircraft approach atti":'
tude.
Displacement
of the course
selector arrow from the lubber line represents crab angle and is the aircraft's true r elation to the runway prior
to flareout.
(5) If go-around is necessary, place HDG/
ILS knob on approach horizon indicator to HDG
and follow normal climbout and navigation procedures.
e. Shutdown. The flight director system is not
normally shutdown; however, the associatedequip-
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ment (VOR, ADF, TACAN; glide slope and marker
beacon recthver) may be turned off, if required.
5-72. DOPPLER SET.
5-73. The doppler set is an airborne navigational
radar set which measures gr oundspeed and drift
angle and computes these signals to provide the
operator with a visual indication of present position, distance to destination, true track, groundspeed, drift angle , wind speed and direct ion. The
set produces a continuous output representing
groundspeed from 0 to 499 knots, and drift angles
up to 90 degrees left or right of aircr aft flight
path. The doppler computer relays the results
to the velocity and steering indicator (figure 5-22)
as a visual display and to the control indicator
(figure 5-23) in the form of digital counter type
readouts. Additionally, I on aircraft with AN/AYA- 5
Airborne Data AnnotatiWl system installed, the
doppler system supplies present position, groundspe·ed and drift angle information to the data an-·
notation system. This information is then applied to
the various sensor systems (photo and IR) for .
presentation on the film. The doppler set operates over the entire altitude range of the aircraft
and provides reliable groundspeed and drift angle
measurement over all reflecting surfaces. The
doppler set operates at a frequency of 13.325
" kmHz and transmits a FM-CW signal which renders
the set .insensitive to interference from external
RF sources. The doppler set has a memory circuit that will operate within twenty seconds after
a loss of s ignal , and operates on the last reliable
information received. Controls for the doppler
set are on the control indicator located in the
cockpit. See figure 5-23. Power is applied to the
doppler set through circuit breakers located on the
circuit breaker panel in the cockpit . Figure 5-1
illustrates the associated antenna.
5-74. Modes of Operation. The doppler set has
three basic modes of operation (normal, air data,
and memory) and a separate test mode, with all
modes except memory selected by the operator.
a. Normal modes. Normal modes consist of
three modes: standby, land, and sea.
(1) When the function selector switchon the
control indicator (1, figure 5-23) is set to STBY,
the doppler set is in the standby mode. The standby mode is used initially to permit the doppler set
to warm up and for the initial programming of
present position and selected destination coordinates and of current wind velocity information.
(2) When the function selector s witch on the
control indicator is set to LAND/, the doppler set
is in the land mode. The land mode is the normal
operating mode that is to be used whenever the
aircraft flies over solid ter rain. In this mode,
5-25
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wind velocity is calculated and stored, and displacement computations are performed by the use
of the groundspeed information provided internally
by the doppler set.
·

Two bars at right angles to each other are used to
define destination coordinates. Scale selection is
automatic when these bars go beyond the outer limit
of the scale. Scale range can be selected manually.
by operating the scale switch. Groundspeed can be
· (3) when · the function selector switch on the . read directly from the window at the bottom of the
control indicator is set to SEA, the doppler set indicator. The indicator also includes a memory
is 1n the sea mode. The sea mode is the normal warning lamp to indicat e that the system is operoperating mode that is to be used whenever the ating on the last reliable information (memory
aircraft flies over an expanse of water. Oper- mode), and a track knob used to set in and control
ation in the sea mode is functionally the same as (for reference purposes) the desired track required
in the land mode.
by the flight plan. Wind direction and speed is
displayed through use of wind-read-set switch.
Note

A special sea mode of operation is required to handle the lower frequency signals· received from expanses of water.
b. Air data .mode. When the function selector
switch on the . control indicator is set to AIR, the
doppler set is in the air data mode. The air data
mode is used whenever the aircraft is flying over
an area where radar silence is required, that is,
the doppler radar signal is not to be transmitted.
During this mode of operation, the doppler set
functions by means of inputs obtained from a true
airspeed ·transmitter within the aircraft and from
the aircraft's radar altimeter and compass system.·

5-76. Velocity and steering indicator display functions and indications. See figure 5-22.
CONTROL
Scale switch

Permits range represented
by the distance-to-destination scale markers (five
concentric circles) to be
changed. Switch is a momentary, two-position, springloaded type. In X10 position,
the next lower range scale
is selected, once distance to
destination is within range
limits of that scale. (When
leaving a destination, range
scale automatically s hifted
to highest range.) In X3 position (LONG or MED range
only), a 5 second scale expansion occurs, to be used
when either section of horizontal and vertical bars are
too close to center of VSI
for accurate track indication. In X3 position, the distance between scale markers
is decreased by a factor of
3; that is, on long range, the
distance between scale ·
markers represents 33.3
nautical miles, and on
medium range 3. 33 nautical
miles.

Horizontal bar

Indicates north-south component of distance from
present position to selected
destination. Inter section,
with vertical bar, indicates
selected destination. Indicates the north-south component of wind velocity when
wind-read-set switch is set
to READ or SET. Intersec-

c. Memor.y mode. The memory mode can occur
at any time during the normal land ·or sea mode
of operation. The memory mode is actuated whenever there is a loss of received doppler signals,
thereby rl;lsulting in •the production of invalid.
groundspeed information, In this mode, the doppler
set uses the true airspeed and true heading inputs,
in conjunction with the last reliable wind velocity
from the memory circuits, to compute the track
angle and groundspeed. Displacement computations
are now based on the computed groundspeed; therefore, the present position data continues to be updated during periods o{ memory. When the groundspeed information supplied internally becomes
valid, the doppler set automatically returns to
. normal operation (land or sea mode).
d. Test mode. When the function selector switch
on the control indicator is set to TEST, the doppler
set is in a self-testing mode, with a standby type of operation in use.
5-75. Velocity and Steering Indicator. Thevelocity
and steering indicator is located on the pilot's instrument panel (figure 5-22) and is referred to as
the VSI. · It provides a pictorial presentation of the
result of the information supplied by the doppler
computer. The aircraft track is displayed by a
pointer rotating centrally about the compass card.
5-26
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FUNCTION

Horizontal bar
(cont)

tion with vertical bar indicates point of wind vector
when wind-read-set switch
is set to READ or SET.

Center mark
(present position)

Represents present position of aircraft.

Memory warning
lamp

When an · continuously, indicates doppler system has
lost acquisition of reliabl e
information and is operating on last reliable information. When pressed by the
operator, illumination indicates lamp is satisfactory.

Memory flag
window

When MEM flag visible.
doppler set is operating in
memory mode. When MEM
flag is masked. doppler set
is operating in either land
or sea mode.

4

5

15
14

6

13

12
Desired track
pointer

J

Vertical bar

Arrowhead. when properly
aligned. indicates the selected desired track of aircraft.
Indicates east-west component of distance from present position to selected destination. Intersection. with
horizontal bar. indicates
selected destination. Indicates east-west component of wind velocity when
wind-read-set switch is set
to READ or SET. Intersection with horizontal bar indicates point of wind vector
when wind-read-set switch
is set to READ or SET.

Groundspeed knots
window

Indicates ground speed
from 0 to 499 knots.

Desired track knob

Allows manual rotation of
desired track grid.

Wind-read-set
switch

Momentary switch. used in
READ position to indicate
wind velocity. In SET position. switch allows initial
manual adjustment of wind
information by means of
the control indicator.

7
8

11

9

10

16

1. Scale swit ch
2. Horizontal bar
3. Center mark (present position)
4. Memory warning
lamp
5. Memory flag
window
6 . Desired track
pointer
7. Vertical bar
8. Groundspeed knots
window

9. Desired track
knob
10. Wind-read-set
switch
11. Circle scale
markers
12. Compass card
13 . Track made good
(TMG) pointer
14. Range flags
15. Grid lines
16. Transverse line

Figure 5-22 . Velocity and steering indicator (VSI)

n

CONTROL
Circle scale
markers

FUNCTION
Five concentric circles on
face of compass card as
range markers for calculation of distance to destina5-27
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Circle scale
markers (cant)

tion. Indicate magnitude of
wind velocity when windread-set svitch is actuated.
When reading wind velocity.
distance between adjacent
ring markers always represents 10 knots (full scale
equals 50 knots).

Compass card

Stationary card indicating
360 degrees in 5-degree
increments.

Track made good
(TMG) pointer

Indicates track made good.
Used to set wind direction
when wind-rea d-set switch
is in SET.

Range flags
(SHRT. MED .
LONG)

SHRT flag indicates distance between each circle
scale marker is one nautical
mile (range: 0 to 5 nautical
miles).

is also used as a computer programmer to feed the
navigational computer flight information such as:
magnetic variation. present position. destination
1 and 2. wind direction. andapress-to-storeswitch
for updating the navigational comput er to the latest
information. The control indicator displays digital
information from the navigational computer. representing present position. miles-to-go for destination 1 and 2. and also contains a memory warning
lamp indicating memory mode of operation is in use.
5-78. Control indicator switch functions and indications. See figure 5-23.
CONTROL

MED flag indicates distance
between each circle scale
marker is ten nautical
miles (range: 0 to 50
nautical miles) .
LONG flag indicates distance between each circle
scale marker is one hundred nautical miles (range:
0 to 500 nautical miles) .
Grid lines

Transverse lin e

The parallel grid lines are
used to measure distance
of aircraft away from desired track (crosstrack) in
ranges of 0 to 5. 0 to 50.
and 0 to 500 nautical miles .
depending upon range of
flag displayed.
Used to measure the cross
track distance.

5-77. Control Indicator . The control indi cator is
located on th e center instrument pan el or the lower
console (figure 5-23) and is a mas ter control for
the doppl er s et. It consists of. two basic parts: a
control panel and computer programm er. and an
indic a tor presenting visual digital information
from the navigational computer. The control pan el
contains a mode selector switch to apply power to
the s~·stem and select any one of five operating
modes : STDBY. LAND. SEA. TEST . or AIR. It
5-28

Function selector
switch

FUNCTION
OFF position removes
power from doppler set.
STBY position applies power
and places the equipment in
standby condition: the
velocity and steering indicator (figure 5-22) memory
warning lamp and the MEM
flag are actuated. and slewing of the present position
and destination coordinat es
counters is enabl ed .
LAND position of switch
is used for normal operation over land.
SEA position of switch is
used for normal operation
over water .
TEST positio n of switch
places doppler comput er in
self -t esti ng mode and sets
doppler set to standby.
Velocity and steering inchcater warning lamp lights
and MEM flag is displayed.
Horizontal and vertical bars
on the velocity a nd steering
indicator indicate destination and present position
re lationship. Pr e sent positio n-km counters change
indicated val ues.
AIR position of swit ch us ed
for ope r at ion in the a ir data
mode. On the VSI the m e mory wa rnin g lamp will he on.
and the MEM fl ag will be
displayed.
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Memory warning
lamp

When on continuously, indicates computer is malfunc tioning. When flashing, indicates s lewing of present
position - km counters at
slow r ate. When pressed,
lights to indicate lamp is
s atisfactory .

Variation
counter

Indicates inserted value of
magnetic variation (0 to 99. 9
degrees) .

Variation
control

Allows manual correction of
magnetic deviation, east or
west, f rom 0 to 99. 9 degrees . Control is engaged
when pulled out.

Press to store
switch

Allows present position-km
counters to be noted or corr ected. When first pressed,
the present position-km
counter s actuating signals,
which are used to maintain
a current display of present
position, are routed to storage for retention. When
pressed a second time, the
present position signals are
recalled from storage to update the present positionkm counters. The switch is
illuminated when the storage
is active.

Set e-w switch on
present position
panel

Allows fast or slow slewing
of the east-west present
position-km counter (right).
Two extreme positions provide fast slewing; two
closest to center position
provide slow slewing.

Set e-w slew switch
on destination panel

L

Destination selector
switch

1. Function sel ector
13. Destination 2-km
switch
counters
2. Memory war ni ng lamp
14. Set n-s slew switch
3. Variation counter
15. Destinat ion on-off
4. Var iation control
flags
Allows fast or slow slewing
5.
Press
to
store
switch
16.
Destination
1-km
of the east-west counters
6. Set e-w sl ew s witch
counter
(right) of the destination-km
17. Set n-s s l ew switch
counter not enabled by desti- 7. Set e- w s l ew switch
8. Destination s elector
18. Present positionnation selector switch. Two
switch
km counters
ext r eme positions provide
9. Dest inat ion masks
19. Doppler g/ s switch
fast slewing; two closest to
10. Wind s et dir control
20. Doppler drift switch
center position provide slow
11. Wind set e-w sl ew
21. Present position
slewing.
switch
panel
12 . Wind s et n-s s lew swit ch 22. Destination panel
In the up position, selects
destination 1-km counters
Figure 5- 23. Control Indicator (AN/ ASN-64)
and connects the set e-w
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Destination
selector switch
(cont)

and set n-s switches to the
destination 2-km counters.
In the down position, selects destination 2-km
counters and connects set
e-w and set n-s switches to
the destination 1-km counters

Destination
masks

Indicates which destinationkin counter is inactive.
When mask is visible, counter is off and can be slewed;
when mask is not seen,
counter is active and cannot
be slewed.

Wind set dir
control

Allows rotation of track
made good (TMG) pointer on
VSI to indicate wind direction
when wind-read-set switch
on VSI set to Set or READ
position.

Wind set e-w
slew switch

Used for rapid slewing of
vertical bar on VSI to the
east or west coordinate of
wind velocity. Active when
the wind-read-set switch on
the VSI is in SET position.

Wind set n-s
slew switch

Used for rapid slewing of
horizontal bar on VSI to the
north or south coordinate
of wind velocity. Active
when the wind-read-set
switch on the VSI is in SET
position.

I

I

FUNCTION

Destination
2-kin counters

Indicates destination 2 coordinates in kilometers east or
west and north or south from
start.

Set n-s slew
switch on
destination
panel

Allows fast or slow slewing
of the north-south counters
(left) of the destination-kin
counter not enabled by
destination selector switch.
Two extreme positions provide fast slewing; two closest
to center position, provide
slow slewing.

Destination
on-off flags

5-30

Indicates which destinationkin counter is on (active)
and which one is off. ON
indicates counter is active.
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FUNCTION

Destination on-off
flags (cont)

and cannot be slewed. OFF
indicates counter is off and
can be slewed.

Destination 1-km
counters

Indicates destination 1 coordinates in kilometers east or
west and north or south
from start.

Set n-s slew switch
on present position
panel

Allows fast or slow slewing
of the north-south present
position-kin counter (left).
Two extreme positions provide fast slewing; two
closest to center position
provide slow slewing.

Present positionkm counters '

Indicates present position
coordinates in kilometers
east or west and north or
south with respect to a
selected grid origin.

Doppler g/s switch

Allows manual slewing of
the doppler groundspeed
circuits (primarily for test
purposes). Up position is
for higher numerical values;
down for lower numerical
values. Momentary switch.

Doppler drift switch

Allows manual slewing of
the doppler antenna (primarily for test purposes) .
Down position is for left
slewing; up for right slewing. Momentary switch.

5-79. Doppler Set Operation. a. Standby mode
Proceed as
· and
preliminary programming.
follows:
(1) Function selector switch on control indicator (figure 5-23) - STBY. Allow 3 minute
warmup.
(2) Memory warning lamp on VSI (figure
5-22) -ON.
(3) MEM flag on VSI - visible.
(4) Set n-s and set e-w switches on present
position panel of contr ol indicator - Set grid
coordinates of aircraft's present position.

I
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Note

Whenever the present position - km
counters are being slewed at a slow rate,
the warning lamp of the control indicator
will be flashing.
If the warning lamp
glows continuously at any time in any mode,
it is indicative of malfunction of the doppler
computer.
(5) Destination selector switch on destination
panel of control indicator - DOWN.
Note

The OFF destination flag in the destination
1 counter and the ON destination flag in
the destination 2 counter will be displayed.
{6) Set n-s and set e-w switches on destination
panel of control indicator - set grid coordinates of
destination 1.
(7) Destination selector switch on destination
. panel of control indicator - UP.
Note

The ON destination flag in the destination
1 counter and the OFF destination flag in
thedestination 2 counter will be displayed.
(8) Set n-s and set e-w switches on destination
panel of control indicator - Set grid coordinates of
destination 2.
{9) Variation control on control indicator.
Pull out and set variation counter to display
magnetic variation corresponding to the present
geographic location of the aircraft.
Note

The magnetic variation value should be updated at 1-degree intervals for maximum
doppler navigation accuracy.
{10) Wind-read-set switch on VSI - SET.
{11) : Wind-set dir , control on control indicator - Rotate until track-made-good pointer
indicates bearing direction of surface wind, as
known at time of adjustment.

(12) Wind-set n-s and wind-set e-w slew
switches on control indicator - Set to position
horizontal and vertical bars on VSI for an intersection at one point along the track-madegood pointer.
This point represents the magnitude or speed of the current surface wind as
determined by the 10 nautical miles circle scale
markers on the VSI.

Note

Steps {10) through (12) above can only
be performed when doppler set is in the
standby, air data or memory modes.
Performing steps (10) through {12)
permits the doppler set to be brought
within the proper limits of acquisition.
(13) Wind-read-set switch on VSI - Center
position.
(14) Desired track knob on VSI - Position·
to set desired track pointer on desired track
grid lines until it points to the desired heading
for the first leg of the flight.
(15) Doppler set is now ready for use in
either land or sea mode.
b. Land mode. Proceed as follows : (1) Perform procedures for standby operation and preliminary programming as outlined in paragraph
a. above.
(2) Function selector switch on control indicator - LAND. MEM flag disappears and memory
warning lamp on VSI goes out when doppler
acquires lock-on.
(3) Observe the VSI (figure 5-22) and the control indicator (figure 5-23).
(a) The intersection of the horizontal and
vertical bar s of the VSI changes as the aircraft
flies · towards first destination.
The distance
of this intersection to the center mark of the
VSI represents the distance-to-destination for
the aircraft, and the amount of this distance is
determined by the circle scale markers.
Note

The range of distance that is represented by
each circle scale marker , in nautical miles
(nmi) , depends upon the range flag displayed
in the r ange flag window of VSI. If the range
flag dispayed is LONG, then each circle scale
marker represents 100 nmi, if the range flag
is MED, then each circle scale marker represent s 10 nmi, and if the range flag is SHRT,
then each circle scale marker represents 1
nmi. As the aircraft approaches the destination, the range represented by the circle scale
markers can only be changed be setting scale
switch on VSito X10 until the nextlower range
flag is displayed, and then releasing the switch. I
When the LONG or MED range flag \ is displayed, a 5 second expansion (by a factor of 3)
of the VSI display can be obtained by setting
the scale switch to X3, then releasing the
switch. The purpose ofthis expansion is to facilitate more accurate steering as the cross
bars approach the center of the VSI.
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(b) The groundspeed knots window of the VSI
continually displays the aircraft's groundspeed in
knots, with a maximum range of 499 knots.
(c) The memory warning lamp on the VSI
should not be on and the MEM flag in the memory
flag window should not be visible.
Note

If the memory warning lamp lights and/
or the MEM flag in the memory flag
window becomes visible at any time during
the land mode of operation, it is indicative
that doppler set has lost acquisition and
is now operating in the memory mode.
Loss of acquisition usually occurs when
the aircraft is placed into a bank of 40
degrees or greater. As soon as the
doppler set regains acquisition, the
memory warning lamp goes out and the
MEM flag in the memory flag window
disappears, indicating that doppler set
has now returned to operation in the land
mode. If the period of memory operation
is comparatively long, the wind velocity
information inserted into the doppler set
initially during the standby mode of operation should be manually updated for the
latest figures.

(d) The TMG pointer of the VSI is used to
indicate the true track of the aircraft. If the intersection point of the VSI horizonatl and vertical
bars is clockwise of the TMG pointer, steer the
aircraft clockwise until the TMG pointer and bars
intersection point are aligned to the same bearing.
If the intersection point of the VSI bars is counterclockwise of the TMG pointer, · steer the aircraft
counterclockwise until the TMG pointer and the
bars intersection point are aligned to the same
bearing.
Note

Large off-track deviations maybe carried
out as long as the aircraft is within a radius
of 499.9 nmi of the selected destination.
(e) When the aircraft reaches the destination
selected, the intersection of the VSibars is directly
over the center mark (present position) of the VSI.
(f) The present position-km counters of the
control indicator continually display the grid coordinates of the aircraft's present position.
Caution

The doppler set must be updated prior
to the present position - km counters
indicating 999 .9 kilometers. Failure to do
so will cause damage to the control indicator.
5-32

Note

If it is necessary to update, or record, the

display readouts of the present positionkm counters, press the press to store
switch on the control indicator. Observe
that the counters stop moving. For updating, perform steps (1) through (4) of
paragraph 5-79a, above for new programming of the correct coordinates.
Then press press to store switch and
observe . that the present position-km
counters quickly update to display the corrected actual present position of the
aircraft.
(g) When the aircraft reaches the seleeted
destination, the readouts of present positionkm counters must agree with the readouts of
the active destination 1 (or 2) -km counter.
Note

A destination counter is active when the
ON destination flag is displayed for that
counter.
(h) Warning lamp of control indicator should
not be on.
Note

I

If the warning lamp lights continuously
during normal mode of operation, it is

indicative that a malfunction exists in the
doppler computer circuits.
(4) To read the velocity of wind, as computed
by the doppler set, at any time during the land
mode of operation, proceed as follows:
(a) Set and hold wind-read-set switch of
VSI to READ.
(b) On control indicator, set wind set ciir
control until TMG pointer on the VSI passes through
the intersection of the VSI horizontal and vertical
bars.
(c) The reading of the TMG pointer on the
compass card of the VSI is the true direction
from which the wind is blowing.
(d) The distance of the VSI bars intersection to the center mark (present position) of the
VSI represents the computed wind speed and is
determined by the number of circle scale markers
(each represents 10 knots of wind speed).

/
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(e) At the conclusion of these procedures,
release wind-read-set switch on the VSI to center
position.
(5) To program a new destination or a return
to the base, once the currently selecteddestination
or last destination has been reached, use the set
n-s and set e-w slew switches on destination panel
of control indicator and adjust the inactive destination 1 (or 2) counters to display the grid coordinates of the next destination or of the base.
Note

A destination counter is inactive when the
OFF destination flag is displayed for that
counter.
c. Sea mode. Operation of doppler set in the
sea mode is the same as described for the land
mode, except that function selector switch on
control indicator is set to SEA, and the memory
warning lamp of the VSI may light whenever the
aircraft is flying over an exceptionally smooth
expanse of water.
d. Air data mode of operation. Operation of
doppler set in the air data mode is the same as
described for the land mode, except for the
following:
(1) The function selector switch of the control
indicator is set to AIR.
(2) The memory warning lamp on the VSI is on
and the MEM flag is displayed in the memory flag
window as long as the function selector switch of
the control indicator is set to AIR.

I-
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(3) In the air data mode, the doppler set is
effectively in a memory mode. However, to return
doppler set to a normal mode of operation after
the set is operating in the air data mode, the
function selector switch of the control indicator
must be set to LAND or SEA (depending upon
the terrain over which the aircraft is flying).
e. Memory mode of operation.

Note

The memory mode is automatically actuated at any time during land or sea
mode of operation when doppler set naturally loses acquistion of the doppler
signals. In the memory mode, there is
no change in the normal functional use of
the control indicator and the VSI to provide
visual display of groundspeed, present
. position, distance-to-destination data,
actual track bearing information, and wind
speed and true direction. The doppler set
is then operating on the basis of computed
and stored wind data and through the use
of the true airspeed transmitter and aircraft's compass system.
(1) At all times during land or sea mode of
operation,
observe memory warning lamp of
VSI, and memory flag window of VSI.
Note

Warning lamp of control indicator should
not be on during the memory mode . If the
warning lamp lights, the data displayed on
the control indicator is no longer considered reliable.
(2) If the memory warning lamp on the VSI
lights and the MEM flag is displayed in the memory
flag window on the VSI for a long period of time.
continue to use the control indicator and VSI in the
memory mode as in the land or sea mo.d e of
operation.
(3) If the memory mode of operation lasts for
an extremely long period of time. manually update
the wind information being processed as input tc;>
the doppler computer of doppler set by performing
the procedures of steps (1) arid (10) through (13) of
paragraph 5-79a, above.
(4) If the memory warning lamp on the VSI
goes out and the MEM flag is no longer displayed
in the memory flag window, continue to operate
doppler set for land or s ea mode of operation.
Note

When the memory warning lamp on the
VSI goes out and the MEM flag is no
longer displayed in the memory flag
window, the memory mode of operation
has stopped and doppler set is now back
in that normal mode of operation existing
before the start of the memory mode.
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f. Test mode of operation. To operate doppler
set in the test mode, proceed as follows:
Note

The test mode places the doppler set
in a self-test type of operation and is
used to provide a quick check of the
functional operation of the control indicator and VSI.
Note

The test mode should only be performed
when the aircraft is on the ground and
not in flight.
(1) Set function selector switch on control
indicator to STBY.
(2) Observe VSI.
Memory warning lamp
on VSI lights and MEM flag in memory flag
window is displayed.
(3) Using the set n-s and set e-w slew switches
on the present position panel of control indicator,
adjust present position-km counters for a readout
of zero.
(4) Select destination 2 by setting destination
selector switch on destination panel of control
indicator to down position.
(5) Using the slew switches on destination
panel, quickly slew destination 1 - km counters
for a readout of zero.
(6) Select destination 1 by setting destination
selector switch on destination panel to up position.
(7) Using the slew . switches on destination
panel, quickly s~ew destination 2-km counters for
a readout of zero.
(8) Pull out and rotate variation control until
the variation counter displays a zero readout.

I

(9) Using the contr ols of the compass contorl panel (fiugre 5-17 or 5-18), obtain an aircraft heading of either 045, 135, 205, or 315
degrees.
(10) Set the scale switch on the VSI to X10
as many times as necessary to obtain a display
of the SHRT flag in the range flag window.
(11) Set wind-read-set switch on the VSI

to SET.
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(12) Using wind set dir control on the control
indicator, position the horizontal and vertical bars
on the VSI to intersect at the direct center of the
VSI.

/

Note
I

This procedure sets the east-west and
north-south coordinates of wind to zero.
(13) Set function selector switch on the control
indicator to TEST.
(14) Observe VSI and control indicator.
(a) The intersection of the vertical and horizontal bars on VSI moves along the length of the
TMG pointer, from the center towards the tail
of the pointer.
(b) The present position-km counters on the
control indicator update at a rate of 10 km/minute, approximately.
(c) When the bars intersection of the VSI
reaches the last circle scale marker (representing
5 nmi), the range flag window displays the MED
flag and the VSI bars intersection shifts back to a
position close to center of VSI.
(15) Set function selector switch on the control
indicator to STB Y.
(16) Select destination 2 by setting destination
selector switch on destination panel on control
indicator to the down position.
(17) Repeat steps (3) and (10) through (12),
above .
(18) Set function selector switch on control
indicator to TEST.
(19) Observe VSI and control indicator. Action
of the intersection of the VSI horizontal and vertical bars and the present position-km counters
is the same as described in steps (14) (a) through
(14) (c), above for destination 1.
(20) On VSI, set and release scale switch
to X3.
(21) Observe display on VSI. For a period of
five seconds only, intersection of VSI horizontal
and vertical bars shifts away from center of VSI
to a position three times as far away as previous
point (before scale expansion). That is, each circle
scale marker now represents, for five seconds
only, 3-1/3 nautical miles.

()
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(22) At the conclusion of the test mode of operation, set function selector switch to STBY.
g. Shutdown .
To shutdown the doppler , set
function selector switch of control indicator to OFF.
5-80.

RADAR EQUIPMENT.

5-81. The radar equipment configuration consists
of the radar altimeter and the transponder set.
Each of these equipment is described in the
following paragraphs .
5-82. RADAR ALTIMETER.
5-83. Eithe r of two rada r altimeters may be installed i n t he aircraft; an AN/ APN-22 or an
AN/ APN- 171. Both are used to sense the ter'rain
clea rance of the aircraft.
Radar altimeter
(AN/ APN-22) operates in a fr equency range of
4,200 to 4,400 mHz and provides accurate detection of terrain clearance from 0 to 20,000
feet over wa ter , and 0 to 10,000 feet over land.
Radar altimeter (AN/ APN-171) operates in the
frequency r a nge of 4,250 to 4,350 mHz and provides accurate detection of terrain clearance
from 0 to 5.000 feet. Altitude data is displayed
on the height indicator (figures 5-24 and 5-25) .
Radar altitude data is also applied to the IR
and doppler equipment. Power is applied to the
radar altimeter through circuit brea kers located
on the circuit breaker panel in the cockpit. Figure 5-1 illustrates the associated antennas.

DROP OUT
MASK

5-84. Height indicator (AN/ APN-22) display func tions and indications. See figure 5- 24 .
CONTROL
On-limit control

FUNCTION
Turns set on and selects
setting of minimum altitude limit bug.

Limit light

Glows at or below altitude preset by limit.b ug.

Limit bug

Preset to any desired
altitude by means of onlimit control, and used
as a reference for flying
at fixed altitudes.

ON - LIMIT
CON TROL

Figur e 5-24. Height indicator (AN/ APN-22)
CONTROL

Altitude pointer

Used in conjunction with
limit bug to indicate
altitude of aircraft without
considering the
actual · scale calibrations of the height indicator . Indicates altitude a bove the terrain.

LI MIT
LAMP

Drop out ma sk

FUNCTION
Used to indicate altitude
at which altitude pointer
indication is meaningless .

5-85. Height indicator (AN/ APN-171) switchfunc tions a nd indications. See figure 5-25.
CONTROL
Set-off cont r ol

FUNCTION
Tur ns set on and selec ts
s etting of minimum a lti tude limit bug.
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5-86. Radar Altimeter Operation.
Proceed as
follows: a. On-limit (or set-off) control - Turn
clockwise to · start equipment. Normally turned
on during before taxiing check.

ALTITUDE PO!Nl ER

Note

The equipment will start operating approximately 3 minutes after the control is
turned on, but allow at least 12 minutes
warmup to insure final accuracy. If the
air temperature is below -40°C, allow
25 minute warmup.
b. If the aircraft is on the ground, observe
that the altitude pointer moves to some point
slightly above zero and fluctuates 2 or 3 feet
while taxiing.
Note

-

TEST SWITCH '

CONTROL

LIMIT BUG

DROP OUT MASK

LOW LIGHT

Figure 5-25. Height indicator (AN/APN-171)
CONTROL

Glows at or below altitude preset by limit bug.

Limit bug

Preset to any desired
altitude by rotating the
set-off control, and used
as a reference for flying
at fixed altitudes.
Used in conjunction with
limit bug to indicate
altitude of aircraft without
considering the
actual scale calibrations of the height indicator.
Indicates altitude above the terrain.

Drop out mask

Used to indicate altitude
at which altitude pointer
indication is meaningless.

Push to test switch

Used to test for input
power to the indicator.
When pressed, altimeter will read 100 ± 15
feet.
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c. Read the terrain-to-aircraft altitude as indicated by the altitude indicator pointer.

FUNCTION

Low light

Altitude pointer

This condition is normal and accurate
readings will be obtained after takeoff.
If ·the radar altimeter is started in the
air, normal operation will commence
after the usual warmup provided the
aircraft is below the drop-out altitude.

d. To use the altitude limit feature of the radar
altimeter, turn the on-limit (or set-off) control
until the limit bug is adjacent to the desired
limit flight altitude.

/

Note

At or below the preset limit altitude,
the red limit (or low) light will go on.
This indicates that the aircraft is at or
below the terrain-to-aircraft limit altitude.
e. To fly at a preset altitude, set the limit
bug to the desired flight altitude and fly aircraft
so that the altitude indicator pointer lines up
with the limit bug. The scale reading need not
be considered.
Note

Drop-out is caused by weak signals and
is recognized when the altitude pointer
moves behind the drop-out mask located
on the indicator. Drop-out should not
occur at altitudes below 10,000 feet over
land or 20,000 feet over water for radar
altimeter (AN/ APN-22), or below 5,000
feet over any terrain for radar altimeter
(AN/APN-171). A bank of 60°, or aclimb
o'r dive of 70° will reduce the dropout
altitude.
/

